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In face-to-face communication, the occasional need for intentional lies is something
with which everyone can identify. For example, when we get angry、 cit·cumstances may
force us to put on a smile instead of expressing 0,11· anger. When we feel miserable,
good manners may dictate that we greet othe1·s warmly. In short, to abide by social
norms, we consciously lie. On the other hand、 if we conside1·the signs that our bodies
express as communication (body language), we can say that the body does not lie even
while the mind does
Unconscious Flow "touches the heart" in a somewhat Japanese way by measuring the
heartbeat of the "honest" body and using other technologies to 1·eveal a new code of
non-verbal communication from a hidden dimension in society. The artist calls this
"techno-healing art "
Two computei·-gene,·ated mei-n,aids function as individual agents for two viewers. Each
mermaid agent moves in sync with the heart rate detected by an electrode attached to
the collarbone of its viewer. Then、 using a synchrnnization inte,·action model that cal
culates the mutual heart rate on a personal computer, the two mermaids express hid
den non-vei·bal communication. The data of relax-strain calculated from the heart rate
and the interest calculated from the variation in the hea,·t rate are mapped on the
model. The synchrnnization interaction model reveals the communication codes in the
hidden dimension that do not appear· in our superficial communication
For example, when two persons are in a situation where they are highly strained and
highly interested, they are assumed to have stress and feelings of shyness、 and the ani
mation generates CG-reactive embodiments that behave shyly. When both people are
in a situation where they a1·e highly strained and less interested, unfr iendly communi
cation is generated
For a high degree of synchronism, the agents mimic the hand gestures of their sub
jects. For a low degree of synchronism, the agents run away. When one mermaid agent
touches the other, a pseudo-touch can be felt tl1rnugh a vibration device. For background sound、 the hea,·t sounds of the subjects are picked up by an electronic stetho
scope and processed for output on a pe1·sonal computer.
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